A. Clark [2] has shown that the class of languages which have a context-free grammar whose nonterminals can be defined by a finite set of contexts can be identified in the limit, given an enumeration of the language and a test for membership. We show by example that Clark's algorithm may converge to a grammar that does not define the input language. We review the theoretical background, provide a non-obvious modification of the algorithm and prove its correctness.
Introduction
An important goal of structural linguistics was to analyse and describe a language in terms of distributions. Given an alphabet Σ, the distribution of a word v ∈ Σ * with respect to a language L ⊆ Σ * is the set
of all contexts where v appears in L. Having the same distribution with respect to L is a congruence relation ≡ L on Σ * , the syntactic congruence. It partitions
By the Myhill/Nerode theorem (c.f. [6] ), ≡ L has finitely many distribution classes if and only if L is a regular language.
When the monoid operations of (Σ * , ·, ) are lifted to word sets by A · B := {a · b | a ∈ A, b ∈ B} and 1 = { }, one obtains a monoid (P(Σ * ), ·, 1), which is partially ordered by ⊆. The operation (u, w) v := uvw of filling a context (u, w) with a word v is lifted to context sets C and word sets A by
With respect to L, each set of contexts C has a largest set of fillers, C = {v ∈ Σ * | C {v} ⊆ L}, and each set A of words has a largest set of contexts, The maps A → A and C → C are closure operators. Via a Galoisconnection between sets of words and sets of contexts, the partial orders of closed sets of words and closed sets of contexts are anti-isomorphic. Clark[2] defines a (syntactic) concept of L to be a pair A, C such that A = C and C = A. As here each component is closed and determines the other one, one can use the component which is the better representation for a given purpose.
Note that L is itself a concept, namely L = {( , )} , and can be represented by a finite set of contexts. Suppose L has a context-free grammar G (in Chomsky normal form, CNF) whose nonterminals N are concepts of L, i.e. N = N when N is identified with {w ∈ Σ * | N ⇒ * G w}. A branching rule (N → AB) of G then corresponds to N ⊇ AB, which is equivalent to N ⊇ (AB) . If N, A, B are represented by context sets C, D, E, this means C ⊇ (D E ) .
A. Clark [2] developed an algorithm to identify in the limit a CNF-grammar for L from membership queries and an enumeration of L, provided L has a CNF-grammar whose nonterminals can be defined by finite sets of contexts. The basic idea is to extract from a finite subset E ⊆ L a finite set F of contexts and a finite set K of subwords of L and relativize the operations · and · of taking all contexts resp. fillers with respect to L to · F : P(Σ * ) → P(F ) and · K : P(F ) → P(K) by A F := A ∩ F and C K := C ∩ K. Then there are only finitely many relativized concepts of L, the pairs A, C ∈ P(K) × P(F ) where A = C K and C = A F ; using relativized closed sets C = C KF of contexts to represent them, Clark builds a CNF-grammar G(K, L, F ) by taking as branching rules those triples (C → DE) where C K ⊇ (D K E K ) F K . It is claimed that as K and F increase, the grammars G(K, L, F ) converge to a grammar for L.
But there is a technical problem: Clark's criterion for C, D, E to form a grammar rule is right when working with infinite filler sets, i.e. C ⊇ (D E ) , since · is a closure operator on P(Σ * ) and hence D E ⊆ (D E ) . But the criterion is not correct with finite filler sets, i.e. C K ⊇ (D K E K ) F K is not equivalent to C K ⊇ D K E K : although · F K is a closure operator on P(K), it is generally not the case that D K E K ⊆ (D K E K ) F K , as the left hand side need not be a subset of K. We give an example where Clark's algorithm does not converge to a grammar of the intended language.
Clark's algorithm can be fixed by three modifications: (i) the criterion for when three concepts C, D, E constitute a grammar rule has to be changed from
Since this works directly with context sets, it emphasizes the importance of the Galois correspondence between word sets and context sets. (ii) the criterion in the learning algorithm that makes the hypothesis grammar shrink is weakened; the effect is that the learner cannot converge to a grammar that defines a strict superset of the intended language. (iii) since for our modified definition, L(G(K, L, F )) is neither antitone in K nor monotone in F (as pointed out by R.Yoshinaka), we need a different line of reasoning to show the convergence of the grammar inference process.
We prove that the modified algorithm indeed identifies in the limit the class of context free languages with the finite context property. If we admit only concepts whose context sets are closures of bounded context sets, the algorithm
